
 

SILVER OAK UNIVERSITY 
College of Technology (01) 

Diploma Engineering Course (CE/IT) 

Subject Name: Data Structure 

Subject Code: 1010042216 

Semester: 3rd 
 

 

 

Prerequisite: N.A. 

 

Objective: Development of application systems and software that use underlying architecture of machines 

efficiently and effectively requires the ability to use and manipulate various types of Data Structures and 

other constructs. This being a fundamental ability which is language neutral, yet requires use of a language 

for its implementation. This is a basic course which goes along with other programming courses to develop 

an integrated ability to efficient software development, hence this course is very important for computer 

and IT diploma engineers. 

 

Teaching and Examination Scheme: 

 

 

Teaching Scheme Evaluation Scheme Total 
Marks L T P Contact 

Hours 
Credits Theory Practical 

CIE 
(TH) 

ESE 
(TH) 

CIE 
(PR) 

ESE 
(PR) 

4 0 2 6 5 40 60 20 30 150 
 

 

Content: 

 

Unit No. Course Contents Teaching 

Hours 

Weightage 

% 

1 BasicConcepts of DataStructures:  

Represent the data in relevant memory, differentiate primitive and 

non-primitive data structures, List key features of an algorithm, 

define time complexity and space complexity, Design and 

Implement programs to represent array in row major and column 

major order, Design and Implement Search Algorithms 

4 10 

2 Strings: 

Createstrings, develop algorithms to implement various operations 

on string 

4 10 

3 Linear Data Structure - I: 
Stack: Stack-Definitions & Concepts, Operations On Stacks, 

Applications of Stacks, Polish Expression, Reverse Polish 

Expression And Their Compilation, Recursion, Tower of Hanoi 

8 19 



Queue: Representation Of Queue, Operations On Queue, Circular 

Queue, Priority Queue, Array representation of Priority Queue, 

Double Ended Queue, Applications of Queue 

4 Linear Data Structure - II: 

Linked List: Singly Linked List, Doubly Linked list, Circular 

linked list ,Linked implementation of Stack, Linked 

implementation of Queue, Applications of linked List. 

10 24 

6 Non - Linear Data Structure - I: 
Define Non-linear data structure, develop algorithms to manipulate 

tree, implement various tree manipulation algorithms, list 

applications of tree. 

8 18 

6 Sorting And Hashing: 
Arrange data in ascending and descending orders using appropriate 

sorting algorithm, apply various hashing techniques, Apply collision 

resolution techniques. 

8 19 

 

 

Course Outcome: 

 

Sr. No. CO statement Unit No 

CO-1 Define and classify various data structures, storage structures and common 

operations on them 

1,2 

CO-2 Create various linear data structures with their representation and perform 

different operations on them 

3,4 

CO-3 Create various nonlinear data structures with their representation and 

perform different operations on them 

6 

CO-4 Apply various searching sorting techniques on data set 5 

 

Teaching & Learning Methodology:- 

 

● The course includes a laboratory, where students get the opportunity to practically apply the theoretical 

knowledge they have acquired in the lectures. 

● Different experiments shall be carried out during the practical sessions. 

● Interactive lectures with PPT and Projector based studies 

 

List of Experiments/Tutorials: 

 

1. Introduction to pointers. Call by Value and Call by reference. 

2. Introduction to DynamicMemoryAllocation. DMA functions malloc() ,calloc() ,free() etc. 

3. Implement a program for stack that performs following operations using arrays. 

(a) PUSH(b)POP(c)PEEP(d)CHANGE(e)DISPLAY 

4. Implement a program to convert infix notation to postfix notation using stack. 

5. Letstack_ptr be a pointer to a stack of integers and an item be an integer variable.Write function 



like Push, Pop, Initialize, Empty, and Full for doing the following tasks. [You may declare 
additional variable in your functions in needed] 

(a) Return the top element of the stack and leave the top element unchanged. If the stack is 

empty, return INT_MAX. 

(b) Return the third element from the top of the stack, provided that the stack contains atleast 

three integers. If Not, return INT_MAX. Leave The Stack Unchanged. 

(c) Returns the bottom element of stack ( or INT_MAX if stack empty), and leave the stack 

unchanged. 

(d) Delete all occurrences of x from the stack, leaving the other elements of the stack in the same 

order. 

6. Write a program to implement QUEUE using arrays that perform following operations (a) 

INSERT(b) DELETE(c)DISPLAY 

7. Write a program to implement Circular Queue Using arrays that Perform. Following Operations. 

(a)INSERT (b)DELETE (c)DISPLAY 

8. Use The Functions Developed to write other functions that will 

(a) Empty one stack onto the top of another stack 

(b) Move all the items from a queue onto a stack. 

(c) Start with a queue and an empty stack, and use the stack to reverse the order of all 

the items in the queue. 

9. Write a menu driven program to implement following operations on singly 
linked list. 

(a) Insert node At the front of the linkedlist. 

(b) Insert a node at the end of the linked list. 

(c) Insert a node such that linkedlist is in ascending order.(according to info 
field) 

(d) Delete A First Node Of The Linked List. 

(e) Delete A Node Before Specified Position. 

(f) Delete A Node After Specified Position. 

10. Write A Program to implement stack using linked list. 

11. Write a program to implement Queue Using Linked List. 

12. Write a program to implement following operations on the doubly linked list. 

(a) Insert a node at the front of the Linkedlist. 

(b) Insert a node at the end of the linkedlist. 

(c) Delete Last Node Of The Linkedlist. 

(d) Delete A Node Before Specified Position. 

13. Write a program to implement following operations on the circular linked list. 

(a) Insert a node at the end of the linked list. 

(b) Insert a node before the specified position. 

(c) Delete A First node of the linked list. 

(d) Delete A Node After Specified Position. 

14. Write A Program Which Creates a Binary Search Tree. 

15. Implement recursive and  non-recursive tree traversing  methods inorder 

,preorder and post-order traversal. 

16. Write a program to implement BubbleSort, MergeSort, QuickSort. 

17. Write a program to implement BinarySearch. 

 

 

 

 

 



Major Equipment: 

 

i. Hardware: Computer System with minimum PIV processor ( or 

equivalent)and minimum 1 GB MB RAM. 

ii. Software: TurboC++/ Borland C++/any other higher software 

 

Books Recommended: 

 

S. 

No. 

Title of Books Author Publication 

1 Data and File Structures Using 

C 

Thareja,Reema Oxford University Press New 

Delhi 2011 

2 Data Structures using C ISRD Group McGraw Hill,NewDelhi, 

2013 

3 DataStructures Chitra,ARajan, PT TataMcGrawHill,Newdelhi, 

2009 

4 ClassicDataStructures Samanta,D. PHILearning, NewDelhi 

 

List of Open-Source Software/learning website: 

 

i. http://silveroakuni.ac.in/video-lecture 

ii. https://nptel.ac.in/ 

iii. https://nptel.ac.in/courses/106/102/106102064/ 

iv. https://nptel.ac.in/courses/106/106/106106133/ 

v. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBSGKlAvoiM 

vi. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWg7U0OEAoE 
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